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FBI once again clears Clinton
E-MAIL PROBE » Comey
tells Congress no evidence
found to necessitate charges
By MATT APUZZO
AND ADAM GOLDMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — FBI director
James Comey told Congress on Sunday that he had seen no evidence in
a recently discovered trove of emails
to change his conclusion that Hillary

Clinton should face no charges over
her handling of classified information.
Comey’s announcement, just two
days before the election, was an effort to clear the cloud of suspicion
he had publicly placed over her
campaign late last month when he
alerted Congress that the FBI would
examine the emails.
“Based on our review, we have
not changed our conclusion that we
expressed in July with respect to
Secretary Clinton,” Comey wrote
in a letter to the leaders of several

congressional committees. He said
agents had reviewed all communications to and from Clinton in the
new trove when she was secretary
of state.
The letter was a dramatic final
twist in a tumultuous nine days for
both Clinton and Comey, who drew
widespread criticism for announcing that the FBI had discovered new
emails that might — or might not
— be relevant to its investigation of
Clinton, which ended in July with
no charges. That criticism of Comey
from both parties is likely to persist

after the election.
While the new letter was clear as
it related to Clinton, Comey’s message was otherwise vague. He did
not say that agents had completed
their review of the emails or that
they were abandoning the matter in
regard to her aides. But federal law
enforcement officials said they considered the review of emails related
to Clinton’s server complete and that
Comey’s letter was intended to convey that.
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Merger proved divisive
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CAMPAIGN 2016 »
Both paint bleak picture
if rival wins presidency
By ALEZANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

and officials said, was a need for greater
transparency, clearer development plans,
better budgeting and employee support,
and stronger leadership.
And the need to pick a good name. “Central Fire” was universally disliked by both
fire agencies from the start, and neither
wanted it as its identity.
“In simple terms, (Central Fire) has
failed. In reality, (it) did not get executed
well,” said Central Fire Chief Jack Piccinini, a retired Santa Rosa fire official

They campaigned urgently,
even frantically, at airfields
and arenas, on a college campus in Wisconsin and in a Philadelphia church. Hillary Clinton and Sen. Tim Kaine, their
prospects brightened by news
that the FBI had found no new
troublesome emails in a review of Clinton’s private server, pleaded with Americans on
Sunday to get out and vote as
if their very way of life were
on the line.
Scrambling across the electoral map, Donald Trump and
his running mate, Gov. Mike
Pence, addressed supporters
in darker and even graver
terms, with Trump casting
the election as a now-or-never
moment for his brand of rightwing nationalism.
Surpassing the anxious entreaties of an ordinary presidential race, Clinton and
Trump begged voters to see the
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Central Fire Authority’s interim Fire Chief Jack Piccinini at Central Fire Station 21 in Windsor on Friday.

Financial, communication woes
doom effort to unify oversight of
Windsor, Rincon Valley districts
By RANDI ROSSMANN
The PRESS DEMOCRAT

A five-year effort to merge management
of two busy Sonoma County fire districts
in order to share services and save taxpayer money is ending following years of
discord, budget and staffing problems and
runaway overtime costs.

The Central Fire Authority, which manages the Windsor and Rincon Valley fire
districts, covering 60,000 residents and
with budgets totaling about $10 million,
is expected to shut down as early as next
month.
While the demise does not affect firefighting services at the two agencies —
which still will share a chief — it does
present a cautionary tale for numerous
other fire departments in the county facing their own financial issues and seeking
partnerships.
At issue in the failed merger, firefighters

Force targets Raqqa, IS center of power
ALLIED AIR SUPPORT » Few
details given about offensive
By ZEINA KARAM AND PHILIP ISSA
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIRUT — Kurdish-led Syrian forces began an offensive Sunday to liberate the Islamic State group’s de facto
capital of Raqqa, clashing with the extremists north of the Syrian city and
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warning neighboring Turkey not to
interfere in the operation.
The United States, France and Britain said they would provide air support for the offensive, which was announced at a news conference in Ein
Issa, north of Raqqa, by a coalition of
Kurds and Arabs known as the Syria
Democratic Forces. But it lacked details on how the group dominated by
Kurds plans to oust the militants from
the city, home to nearly 200,000 mostly
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Sunni Arabs and an estimated 5,000 IS
fighters.
Unlike several successful military
efforts to drive Islamic State militants
out of cities in Iraq, the Raqqa offensive faces several political obstacles
and is likely to be much more complex.
In Iraq, a U.S.-led coalition is working with the government in Baghdad,
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This frame grab from video shows officials with the
U.S.-backed Syria Democratic Forces at a press conference in Ein Issa in northern Syria.
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